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Abstract
Efficient, clean and quiet thermal management has become a vital challenge in for cooling
of electronic devices. To enhance the capability and efficiency of passive thermal man-
agement, novel composite materials have been designed by the combination of graphene
nanoplatelets (GNPs), multiwall carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs), aluminium oxide (Al2O3)
and copper oxide (CuO) dispersed in the RT–28HC used as a phase change material (PCM).
The series of mono and hybrid nano–enhanced phase change materials (NePCMs) were syn-
thesized using constant mass fraction of 1.0 wt.% of each type of nanoparticles to establish
the optimum NePCM in terms of thermal properties for efficient thermal management of
microelectronics. Various material characteristic techniques such as ESEM, FT–IR, XRD,
TGA, DTG, DCS, IRT and thermal conductivity apparatus were used and microstructure,
chemical composition, crystallinity, thermal and phase–change heat transfer characteristics
were investigated extensively for each sample of NePCM. The results showed good chemical
and thermal stability of all NePCMs without changing the chemical structure of RT–28HC.
The surface morphology and crystal formation analysis revealed the uniform dispersion of
nanoparticles onto the surface of RT–28HC. In comparison of mono and hybrid NePCMs,
the results showed the hybrid NePCM at GNPs/MWCTs mass percentage ratio of 75%/25%
had the highest thermal conductivity enhancement of 96% compared to the pure PCM hav-
ing optimum value of phase–change enthalpy of 245.18 J/g. Finally, enhancement in phase
transition while melting and thermal properties evidenced that hybrid NePCMs can be used
as potential candidate for the thermal management of microelectronics.
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Dramatic changes in global climate and greenhouse emissions are two major concerns2
of the world, resulting from the use of fossil fuels. Therefore, there is a need for an energy3
demand which can fulfil a broad range of renewable and sustainable energy resources such as4
solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, and wave to overcome the growing demand for fossil fuels.5
In addition, thermal energy storage (TES) is widely used for various energy conversion and6
transportation systems in solar energy conversion and thermal management. The three ma-7
jor TES technologies include sensible–heat–storage (SHS), latent–heat–storage (LHS), and8
thermo–chemical–storage (TCS). LHS has great potential to store the heat due to small9
variation in temperature and high energy storage density, which is promising for thermal10
management of electronic devices. Using phase change materials (PCMs) for LHS offers11
high energy storage density compared with SHS materials. PCMs, especially organic PCMs12
including paraffins and non–paraffins, exhibit high latent of fusion which make them highly13
suitable for latent heat storage energy technologies (LHSET). Meanwhile, organic PCMs14
possess low thermal conductivity which reduces the heat transfer enhancement. To enhance15
the heat transfer enhancement and TES performance of organic PCMs, some strategies such16
as encapsulation [1] and shape–stabilization [2] have been carried out. There are several17
thermal conductive materials (TCMs) which have been embedded with PCMs to overcome18
their low thermal conductivity such as metal–fins [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], metal–foam [10], carbon19
additives [11, 12, 13, 14], metallic and metal oxides nanoparticles [13, 15, 16, 17, 14].20
Various carbon–based additives, including carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [18, 19, 20, 21, 22],21
carbon nanofiber (CF) [23, 24, 25], graphene (GE) [18, 20], graphene oxide (GO) [17, 26],22
graphite [17, 18, 20], expanded graphite (EG) [27], graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) [17, 22,23
25] and graphite nanoplatelets [25, 28] have been used as TCMs, to prepare and characterize24
the nano–enhanced phase change materials (NePCMs) for thermal management and TES.25
The thermal conductivity of NePCMs depends not merely on the innate thermal conduc-26
tivity of the nanoparticles but it also strongly depends on the interactional compatibility of27
the PCM and nanoparticles. In earlier studies, Choi et al. [18] used MWCNTs, graphite28
and graphene as TCMs and determined the thermal conductivity of the NePCM for TES29
applications. The authors used the poly vinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) as a surfactant and stearic30
acid as a PCM. The maximum thermal conductivity was found to be 21.5% using graphene31
of 0.1 vol.% with PVP. Pristine CNTs and grafted CNTs with paraffin–based NePCM was32
prepared by Li et al. [19]. The results showed that grafted CNTs were shorter in size than33
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pristine CNTs and the better dispersibility with PCM was found with grafted CNTs. In34
addition, grafted CNTs had the higher thermal conductivity than pristine CNTs/paraffin35
NePCMs. Li et al. [20] used MWCNTs graphene and graphite mixed into stearic acid with36
two mass percentages of 1.0% and 5.0%. The heat transfer performance and thermal con-37
ductivity analysis were carried out and the results revealed that the thermal conductivity of38
graphite–based NePCMs at 5.0% mass percentage was 12 times higher than the pure stearic39
acid. Bahiraei et al. [25] synthesized three types of carbon-based nanoparticles namely car-40
bon nanofibers, graphene nanoplatelets and graphite nanoplatelets with paraffin wax as a41
PCM. The results showed the graphite–based NePCM with 7.5% and 10% mass fractions had42
the best thermal performance for thermal management applications. Warzoha and Fleischer43
[28] examined single and multilayer graphene into paraffin PCMs from graphene layers from44
3 to 44. It was observed that thermal conductivity enhancement of graphene-mixed paraffin45
PCMs was due to the presence of graphene nanoparticles, which was a stronger function of46
bending stiffness of graphene than its intrinsic thermal conductivity. Recently, Zou et al.47
[22] prepared and studied the thermal conductivity and charging/discharging behaviour of48
MWCNTs, graphene and MWCNTs/graphene based NePCMs using paraffin wax as PCM.49
The results showed that hybrid MWCNTs/graphene based NePCMs had the higher thermal50
conductivity.51
Similarly, several researchers have used various types of metallic and metal oxides nanoparti-52
cles such as Ag [29], Cu [30], Al2O3 [29, 30, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36], CuO [29, 37, 38], MgO,53
TiO2 [30, 39, 40], SiO2 [30, 34, 35, 36], Fe2O3 [34, 36], and ZnO [34, 36]. Bashar and Siddiqui54
[29] used four different types of nanoparticles, Ag, CuO, Al2O3 and MWCNTs and mixed55
with paraffin wax. It was found that the heat transfer coefficient was 18% and 14% higher56
with CuO and Ag, respectively, than the pure paraffin wax. Nourani et al. [31, 32] synthe-57
sised paraffin wax and Al2O3 based NePCMs with 0.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 wt.% of Al2O3 and used58
sodium stearoyl lactylate (SSL) as a surfactant to improve the dispersion stability of Al2O359
nanoparticles. Results showed effective thermal conductivity enhancement ratios of 31% and60
13% at 10.0 wt.% in solid and liquid states, respectively. Colla et al. [33] prepared NePCM61
using Al2O3 and carbon black (CB) of 1.0 wt.% with RT20 and RT25 as PCMs. Thermal62
conductivity of 0.234 and 0.242 W/m.K was achieved with RT20/Al2O3 and RT25/Al2O3,63
respectively, and for RT20/CB and RT25/CB it was 0.344 and 0.323 W/m.K, respectively.64
Li et al. [30] used calcium chloride hexahydrate (CaCl26H2O) as a PCM with γ−Al2O3 and65
studied the phase change behaviour, super cooling, thermal conductivity and latent heat of66
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NePCMs. A maximum thermal conductivity of 1.373 W/m.K was achieved at 2.0 wt.% of67
γ−Al2O3. Babapoor and his co–authors [34, 36] measured the thermal properties and heat68
storage characteristics of SiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, ZnO and hybrid of all nanoparticles mixed69
into paraffin wax in solid and liquid states. The highest enhancement was obtained with70
Fe2O3 at 8 wt.%, however, the authors proposed that Al2O3 was most suitable for thermal71
management application. Chieruzzi et al. [35] synthesised NePCMs using SiO2, Al2O3 and a72
hybrid of SiO2/Al2O3 of 1.0 wt.% and potassium nitrate (KNO3) as PCM. The results found73
that SiO2 nanoparticles had the best results of decreasing onset temperatures by 2 − 3◦C74
and increasing specific heat by 9.5%. Pahamli et al. [37] dispersed 2 wt.% and 4 wt.% of75
CuO into PCM, paraffin RT50 and found a maximum thermal conductivity enhancement76
of 3.9% and 7.2%, respectively, during the phase change state. Praveen and Suresh [38]77
studied the thermal, chemical and heat transfer performance of solid–solid neopentyl gly-78
col (NPG) and CuO NePCMs for thermal management application. A maximum thermal79
conductivity of 0.61 W/m.K was obtained at 3.0 wt.% of CuO. The lowest value of phase80
change enthalpy obtained was 112.4 kJ/kg at 3.0 wt.% of CuO. Sharma et al. [39] prepared81
a NePCM using TiO2 with mass fractions of 0.5, 1.0, 3.0, and 5.0% and palmitic acid. A82
maximum thermal conductivity of 0.35 W/m.K and minimum latent heat of 180.03 kJ/kg83
was obtained at 5.0 wt.% of TiO2. Zhichao et al. [40] used erythritol as PCM and TiO2 of84
0.1 vol.%, 0.2 vol.%, 0.5 vol.%, 1.0 vol.% and 2.0 vol.% volume fractions. It was found that85
the heat capacity of NePCMs was significantly enhanced by 45% and 14% in solid and liquid86
states, respectively, compared to pure erythritol at 0.2 vol.% of TiO2. Recently, Putra et al.87
[41] prepared the shape-stable PCMs using the Beewax as a PCM and MWCNTs as TCM88
with ratios of 5 and 20 wt.%. The authors found the thermal conductivities of 0.46 and 0.5889
W/m.K with weight ratios of 5 and 20 wt.%, respectively of MWCNTs. Further, they found90
the melting temperatures of 60.2◦Cand 59.8◦C, and latent heat values of 115.5 and 91.6 J/g91
with 5 and 20 wt.% weight ratios of MWCNTs, respectively. He et al. [42] synthesised92
the NePCMs using myristic acid as a PCM and dispersed the GNPs, MWCNTs and nano–93
graphite with weight concentrations of 1, 2 and 3 wt.%. The authors found the best thermal94
performance with GNPs followed by MWCNTs and nano–graphite. The enhancement in95
thermal conductivity was achieved by 76.26%, 47.30% and 44.01% for GNPs, MWCNTs96
and nano–graphite, respectively, under the weight concentration of 3 wt.%. Zhang et al.97
[43] prepared the NePCMs using n–eicosane as PCM, SiO2 as supporting matrix and EG98
as TCM with weight concentrations of 3, 5 and 7 wt.%. It was found that melting and99
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solidifying latent heats were 135.80 J/g and 125.93 J/g, respectively, at 7 wt.% of EG and100
thermal conductivity enhancement was enhanced by 2.37 times in SiO2/n–eicosane NePCM101
without EG.102
In order to increase the thermal enhancement of PCMs, the present study aims to improve103
the thermal conductivity of PCM and to maintain its heat storage capacity at an optimum104
level. Mono and hybrid nano–enhanced phase change materials (NePCMs) were synthe-105
sized by dispersing carbon–based (GNPs and MWCNTs) and metal oxides–based (CuO and106
Al2O3) nanoparticles at constant mass fraction of 1.0 wt.%. Further, morphology, chemical107
and thermal properties are characterized using various characterization techniques.108
2. Experimental procedure109
2.1. Materials110
Commercial grade of paraffin, namely RT–28HC, is used as a PCM with melting temper-111
ature of 27−29◦C in the current study. The thermophysical properties of PCM are listed in112
Table 1. Graphene nanoplatelets (GNPs) of lateral diameter < 10 µm and 98± 1.0% purity113
of carbon were purchased from 2–Dtech Ltd/Versarien PLC, UK [44]. Multiwall carbon114
nanotubes (MWCNTs) of outer diameter 5 − 15 nm and length of 10 − 30 µm, and purity115
> 95 wt.% were purchased from Carbon Nanotubes Plus, USA [45]. Nanoparticles of copper116
oxide (CuO) of < 50 nm, aluminium oxide (Al2O3) of 13 nm, and Sodium dodecylbenzene117
sulfonate (SDBS), were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, UK [46]. All materials were used118
without performing any further chemical processing.119
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2.2. Preparation of NePCMs120
A well–precise, two–step method was adopted to synthesize the mono and hybrid–121
NePCM by using PCM (RT–28HC) and nanoparticles (GNPs, MWCNTs, CuO and Al2O3).122
RT–28HC was used as base PCM and a constant mass fraction of 1.0wt.% of GNPs,123
MWCMTs, CuO, Al2O3 GNPs/MWCNT and CuO/Al2O3 was dispersed as a thermal con-124
ductivity enhancer (TCE) medium. Firstly, RT–28HC was melted by heating it at constant125
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temperature of 50◦C in a hot–water bath. After complete melting of RT–28HC, SDBS in126
the ratio of 4 : 1% of nanoparticles was added as a surfactant (capping agent) for uni-127
form dispersions of nanoparticles into the RT–28HC. The solution of RT–28HC and SDBS128
was mixed homogenously at a stirring rate of 450 rpm for 30 mins. Thenceforth, constant129
amount of GNPs, MWCMTs, CuO, Al2O3 GNPs/MWCNT and CuO/Al2O3 were added at130
a constant mass of 1.0 wt.% separately to prepare the six different samples of the mono and131
hybrid–NePCM. Further, the mixtures were stirred at a stirring rate of 450 rpm for 2.5 hrs132
for stable and uniform dispersions of nanoparticles. While adding the GNPs, MWCNTs,133
CuO and Al2O3 simultaneously, the total mass percentage was 1.0 wt.% and the mass ratio134
of GNPs/MWCNTs and CuO/Al2O3 was 75%/25%. Secondly, to minimize agglomeration135
and sedimentation and to improve more homogeneous and stable dispersion of nanoparti-136
cles, ultrasonication was performed on the mixture for 60 mins while maintaining a constant137



























































































































































Figure 1: Preparation process of NePCMs with GNPs, MWCNTs, CuO and Al2O3.
138
2.3. Characterizations methods139
The morphology, chemical and thermal properties of NePCM were characterized using140
various facilities as described herein.141
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2.3.1. Environmental Scanning electron microscopy (ESEM) and Energy–dispersive X–ray142
spectroscopy (EDX)143
The surface morphology, microstructure and uniform dispersion of NePCM was exam-144
ined using an environmental scanning electron microscopy (ESEM, FEI Quanta–650). To145
determine the elemental composition and surface elemental distribution of NePCM, energy–146
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analysis was used.147
2.3.2. Fourier–transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)148
The chemical composition and functional groups were determined using Fourier–Transform149
Infrared Spectroscope (FTIR, Bruker Tensor–27 FT–IR Spectrometer) between the wave150
range of 400 − 4000 cm−1, with a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1 and wavenumber accuracy151
of 0.01 cm−1.152
2.3.3. X–ray diffraction (XRD)153
X–ray diffraction (XRD) pattern was measured by an X–ray diffractometer (XRD,154
Bruker D8 Advance with Da Vinci [48]) between the angle range of 5◦ to 60◦ to visualize155
the crystalloid phase and crystallographic structure of NePCM. The x–ray tube generates156
copper k–alpha x–rays, which is often abbreviated to Cu–Kα (λ = 1.5406Å). The x–ray157
tube runs at 40 kV and 40 mA.158
2.3.4. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and derivative thermogravimetry (DTG)159
The weight loss and thermal stability of NePCM were predicted using thermogravimet-160
rical analysis (TGA) and rate of decomposition of NePCM was predicted using derivative161
thermogravimetry (DTG) curves simultaneously using TGA/DSC (SDT–Q600 TA instru-162
ment Inc., UK) with a balance precision of 0.1 µg (Error ±0.1 µg) [49]. The samples (4− 7163
mg) were placed in an aluminium pan and heated from 20◦C to 400◦C at a rate of 10◦C/min164
under a purified nitrogen atmosphere flow rate of 100 mL/min.165
2.3.5. Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)166
The phase change properties such as phase change melting/solidification temperatures167
and latent heat of fusion were measured for pure PCM and NePCMs using a TA instru-168
ment differential scanning calorimeter (DSC–2500, TA instrument Inc., UK) equipped with169
the cooling attachment, under a purified nitrogen atmosphere [50]. The accuracy of the170
calorimeter was within ±0.04% and temperature precision was ±0.005◦C. All measurements171
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of DSC were taken at constant heating/cooling of 1 ◦C/min between 10◦C and 50◦C. A pre-172
cise amount of sample mass in the range of 3 − 5 mg was placed inside a T–zero Hermetic173
aluminium pan at room temperature and sealed with a lid to ensure full contact between174
the sample and pan.175
2.3.6. Thermal conductivity measurement176
To measure the thermal conductivity of pure PCM and NePCMs, TCiTM Thermal Con-177
ductivity Analyser (C–THERM Technologies Ltd. Canada) was used at a constant temper-178
ature of 25◦C, which is based on a modified transient plane source (MTPS) method and179
confirms the ASTM D7984 [51]. The instrument measures thermal conductivity within the180
range from 0 to 500 W/mK with an accuracy and precision of 5% and 1%, respectively.181
The sample of 20 mm diameter and thickness from 3 − 5 mm was prepared. At a specific182
temperature, fifteen readings were recorded for each NePCM and the average value taken.183
Three measurements were recorded for each sample at constant temperature and averaged184
value was reported. A maximum relative error of ±2.0% was found. The uncertainty of185
measurement was estimated within ±1.0%.186
2.3.7. Infrared thermography (IRT) test187
Infrared thermography (IRT) tests were performed to evaluate the temperature-regulating188
property of pure RT–28HC, mono and hybrid NePCM by using an IR thermographic camera189
(FLIR–SC2600–EA2). Each sample was filled in a beaker and then immersed in a pot of190
water on a hot–plate at constant temperature.191
3. Results and discussions192
3.1. Morphological and elemental analysis193
The surface morphological characteristics and microstructures of prepared mono and194
hybrid NePCMs based on GNPs, MWCNTs, CuO and Al2O3 were examined by ESEM.195
Figure 2 presents the surface microstructural features of pure RT–28HC, RT–28HC/GNPs,196
RT–28HC/MWCNTs, and RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs. The uniform dispersion of GNPs197
and MWCNTs can been seen in the RT–28HC from the ESEM images, as shown in Figures198
2b–2d. The uniform distribution of carbon-based additives within the PCM is because of199
the repulsive bonding of the SDBS which was used as a dispersant. The mass fraction200
of GNPs and MWCNTs was very low (1.0 wt.%), however, these are well dispersed and201
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embedded enough to show their presence. In addition, the presence of these highly ther-202
mally conductive carbon–based additives plays a significant role in enhancement of thermal203
conductivity and thus enhance the heat transfer ability of RT–28HC. Figure 2d shows the204
morphological structure of hybrid NePCM, RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs which shows ef-205
fective three-dimensional paths of carbon–based additives. These three-dimensional paths206
of hybrid NePCM would be an effective mode to transfer the heat in all regions of the207
RT–28HC. Thus, two different mass percentage of GNPs and MWCNTs having different208
morphology may obtained good harmonious effects of heat transfer enhancement.209
The microstructure of CuO and Al2O3 based metallic oxide nanoparticles in hybrid NePCM,210
RT–28HC/CuO+Al2O3 of 1.0 wt.%, is presented in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows the ESEM211
image using low vacuum secondary electron (LFD) detector, whereas Figure 3b shows the212
ESEM image using backscatter electron (BSE) detector for low vacuum mode. From Figure213
3a and 3b, it can be observed by the zones with the presence of non–homogenous aggre-214
gates of CuO+Al2O3 nanoparticles on the surface of pure RT–28HC. Similar observations215
have been reported by Chieruzzi et al. [34] with SiO2/Al2O3 of 1.0 wt.%. Although the216
mass fraction of both nanoparticles (CuO+Al2O3) is very low, 1.0 wt.%, the percentage217
of CuO is 75% of 1.0 wt.% which may cause the small patches of aggregates due to its218
higher density compared to the Al2O3 and RT–28HC. For better visualization and under-219
standing, energy–dispersive X–ray spectroscopy (EDX) maps and elemental composition of220
RT–28HC/CuO+Al2O3 are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Figure 4a–4d shows221
the distribution of carbon (C), aluminium (Al), oxygen (O) and copper (Cu), respectively;222
elements present in the hybrid NePCM of RT–28HC/CuO+Al2O3. In Figure 4a, the red223
colour shows the presence of C element in different regions of the material of RT–28HC224
PCM, while the dark colour represents the aggregates of Cu, Al and O elements. Simi-225
larly, green, purple, and brown colours represent the aggregates of Al, O and Cu elements226
present in compounds of CuO, Al2O3 and RT–28HC. The presence of all elements C, Al,227
Cu and O in different colours can be seen in Figure 4e. A clear observation of aggregates228
of nanoparticles can be seen in different regions of the NePCM. The elemental composition229
of all four elements present in CuO, Al2O3 and RT–28HC can been identified from Figure230
5. It is revealed from Figure 5 that the weight percentage of all elements in hybrid NePCM231
consisting of CuO, Al2O3 and RT–28HC is equal according to their compositions used in232
the mixture. From the elemental mapping and composition analysis, it can been seen that233




Figure 2: ESEM images of (a) RT–28HC, (b) RT–28HC/GNPs, (c) RT–28HC/MWCNTs,
and (d) RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: ESEM images of RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO (a) LFD and (b) BSED.
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percentage of CuO/Al2O3. In addition, ESEM and EDX show agglomeration of nanopar-235
ticles. Similar observations have been reported by Chieruzzi et al. [35]. Therefore, better236
and more uniform dispersion of the nanoparticles can be achieved by using smaller sized237
nanoparticles [52, 53].238
3.2. FT–IR analysis239
The chemical interaction of carbon–based (GNPs and MWCNTs) and metallic oxide–240
based (CuO and Al2O3) nanoparticles in mono and hybrid NePCMs were characterized by241
FT–IR spectroscopy. Figure 6 shows the transmittance band of FT–IR spectra of GNPs,242
MWCNTs, RT–28HC, RT–28HC/GNPs, RT–28HC/MWCNTs and RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs243
between wave numbers of 500 and 3500 cm−1. There are not significant stretching and244
bending peaks observed of infrared spectra of MWCNTs and GNPs because of the absence245
of functional groups. For the spectrum of RT–28HC, three transmittance peaks at 2955246
cm−1, 2913 cm−1, 2847 cm−1 represent the medium symmetrical stretching vibration of C–247
H alkane group. The peak at 1470 cm−1 identifies the medium C–H scissoring of –CH2–248
and –CH3 group in RT–28HC. The peak at 718 cm
−1 represents the weak rocking vibration249
of C–H in long-chain methyl group. The bands observed at 633 cm−1 and 541 cm−1 cor-250
respond to the deformation vibration of C–H. The FT–IR spectrum of RT–28HC/GNPs,251
RT–28HC/MWCNTs and RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs shows neither any significant new252
peak nor any major peak shifts in the NePCMs, which indicates that there is an only253
physical interaction of RT–28HC, GNPs, MWCNTs and SDBS. Therefore, infrared spec-254
trum results indicate that there is no rearrangement of the functional group, which reveals255
that no chemical reaction takes place between RT–28HC, GNPs and MWCNTs. Figure256
7 presents the FT–IR spectrum results of CuO, Al2O3, RT–28HC, RT–28HC/Al2O3, RT–257
28HC/CuO and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO. In the case of CuO nanoparticles, there are two258
stretching bands at 880 cm−1 and 1432 cm−1 which represent the characteristics bands of259
Cu–OH functional group [54, 55]. Moreover, a small peak can be observed at 729 cm−1 which260
indicates the standard adsorption spectra pattern of the amorphous structure or disordered261
defects of γ−Al2O3 [56]. The FT–IR spectrums of RT–28HC/Al2O3, RT–28HC/CuO and262
RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO exhibit similar trends as GNPs and MWCNTs based mono and hy-263
brid NePCMs, as shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that Al2O3 and CuO based mono and264
hybrid NePCMs do not exhibit any major new peak or peak shifts which represent only the265





Figure 4: EDX mapping of RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO hybrid NePCM: (a)-Carbon (red), (b)-
Oxygen (purple), (c)-Aluminium (green), (d)-Copper (Brown), and (e)-EDX map of oxygen,














Figure 5: Elemental spectrum and compositional analysis of RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO.
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Figure 6: FT–IR spectrum of GNPs, MWCNT, RT–28HC based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
spectra of NePCMs have previously been observed [39, 57, 58].267
3.3. XRD analysis268
To analyse the crystal structure of the carbon-based and metallic oxide-based NePCMs,269
especially in the crystalline phase, XRD spectrum were identified and compared with the270
data retrieved from the International Centre for Diffraction Data (ICDD), as shown in271
Figures 8 and 9, respectively. The XRD peaks confirmed the presence of MWCNTs, GNP,272
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Figure 7: FT–IR spectrum of CuO, Al2O3, RT–28HC based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
Al2O3 and CuO nanoparticles in RT–28HC. Figure 8 shows the crystal structure XRD273
spectrum of MWCNTs, GNPs, mono (RT–28HC/GNPs and RT–28HC/MWCNTs) and274
hybrid NePCM (RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs). The diffraction peaks of 2θ at 25.91◦ (002)275
and 42.95◦ (100) confirmed the carbon nanotubes with the PDF No. 00–058–1638 [59]. The276
XRD sharp peaks of GNPs at 26.54◦, 42.36◦, 44.56◦ and 54.66◦ correspond to the planes of277
(002), (100), (101) and (004), respectively, of graphene layers with PDF No. 00–056–0159.278
The XRD patterns of both MWCNTs and GNPs can be seen in Figure 8. The comparisons279
of XRD peaks of Al2O3 confirmed the presence of γ−phase of Al2O3 nanoparticles of 2θ at280
19.50◦ (013), 32.80◦ (022), 34.60◦ (117), 36.76◦ (122), 39.50◦ (026) and 45.64◦ (220) with281
PDF No. 00–046–1131. The diffraction peaks of CuO at 32.50◦ (110), 35.54◦ (111), 38.70◦282
(111), 46.26◦ (112), 48.71◦ (202), 53.48◦ (020), and 58.26◦ (202) with PDF No. 01–073–6023283
[60]. The XRD peaks of Al2O3 and CuO are shown in Figure 9. The sharp diffraction284
peaks of pure RT–28HC at 2θ = 7.67◦, 11.49◦, 15.37◦, 19.25◦, 19.75◦, 22.20◦, 23.35◦, 24.75◦,285
27.09◦, 31.02◦, 35.00◦, 39.64◦ and 44.64◦ are attributed to the crystal planes of n–Octadecane286
(C18H38) at (002), (003), (004), (010), (011), (401), (102), (111), (007), (008), (009), (122)287
and (0110), respectively, with PDF No. 00–053–1532. Since the mass fraction, 1.0 wt.%,288
is a very small amount of nanoparticles (MWCNTs, GNPs, Al2O3 and CuO) dispersed in289
RT–28HC, less significant physical changes in the mono and hybrid NePCMs are observed.290
16
Thus, XRD patterns reveals that crystal formation of RT–28HC did not alter and both291
mono and hybrid NePCMs contains the peaks of GNPs, MWCNTs, Al2O3 and CuO.
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Figure 8: XRD pattern of GNPs, MWCNT, RT–28HC based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
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Figure 9: XRD pattern of CuO, Al2O3, RT–28HC based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
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3.4. TGA and DTG analysis293
Thermal stability of pure and hybrid NePCMs were performed by conducting TGA and294
DTG analysis. The thermal stability is estimated based on the onset temperature of PCM295
degradation and the weight loss rate at which it occurs. A one–step thermal degradation296
process can be seen for NePCMs from TGA curves as it happens continuously. However,297
a two–step can be observed in DTA curves. The TGA and DTG curves of carbon–based298
(GNPs and MWCNTs) and metallic oxide–based (CuO and Al2O3) NePCMs are presented299
in Figure 10 and 11, respectively. From TGA curves it can be seen that there is no percepti-300
ble weight loss up to ∼120◦C for all mono and hybrid NePCMs samples. However, the weight301
loss appeared onward when the temperature increased and rate of the weight loss increased302
with the increase of the temperature. The TGA curve shows from Figure 10a that RT–303
28HC starts decomposing from a temperature of 193.73◦C until maximum–rate degradation304
temperature at 230.95◦C, with a remaining charred residue of 0.65%. This complete decom-305
position is caused by the evaporation of RT–28HC, in which hydrocarbon chains breakdown306
into monomers. In the case of hybrid NePCM (RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs), there no307
change in weight loss was observed at 120◦C, with the onset decomposition temperature308
and maximum-rate degradation temperature at 203.91◦C and 241.70◦C, respectively, with309
a charred residue of 1.68%. Similarly, the onset decomposition and maximum–rate degra-310
dation temperature were 205.14◦C and 242.53◦C, respectively, for RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO,311
as shown in Figure 11a. Since the mass concentration of GNPs, MWCMTs, Al2O3, CuO,312
GNPs+MWCNTs and Al2O3+CuO is much less in RT–28HC, so these carbon–based and313
metallic oxide–based additives had only a small effect on thermal stability. In NePCMs, the314
GNPs, MWCNTs, Al2O3 and CuO layers create a protective layer on the surface of RT–315
28HC, which delays vaporization of RT–28HC during the thermal degradation. As nanopar-316
ticles are likely to sediment which effect the thermal properties, the constant amount of 1.0317
wt.% of nanoparticles has a small variation in temperature change during the weight loss.318
The DTG curves of mono and hybrid NePCMs shown in Figure 10b and 11b confirm that319
the dispersion of nanoparticles enhance the thermal stability of RT–28HC. The onset decom-320
position and maximum degradation temperatures of all samples are summarized in Table321
2. Since no decompositions in materials have been observed until 120◦C, hybrid NePCMs322
can effectively be used for thermal management of electronic devices.323
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Figure 10: (a)-TGA and (b)-DTG thermograms of carbon–based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
3.5. DSC analysis324
Phase–change properties, such as phase change temperatures and latent-heats during325
melting and solidification of pure RT–28HC and NePCMs, have been investigated using326
19



























































Figure 11: (a)-TGA and (b)-DTG thermograms of carbon–based metallic oxide–based mono
and hybrid NePCMs.
DSC. Figure 12 and 13 illustrate DSC measurements of carbon–based and metallic oxide–327
based nanoparticles NePCMs, respectively, during the melting process. The measured val-328
20
Table 2: Decomposition temperatures and residue of mono and hybrid NePCMs.
Sample Onset decomposition temperature (◦C) Maximum–rate degradation temperature (◦C) Residue (%)
RT–28HC 193.73 230.95 0.65
RT-28HC/GNPs 201.45 240.22 2.71
RT-28HC/MWCNTs 205.11 244.06 2.17
RT-28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs 203.91 241.70 1.68
RT-28HC/Al2O3 207.48 245.80 2.32
RT-28HC/CuO 205.19 244.98 2.73
RT-28HC/Al2O3+CuO 205.14 242.53 3.61
ues of corresponding thermal properties are summarized in Table 3. It can be seen that329
the addition of nanoparticles (GNPs, MWCNT, Al2O3 and CuO) have slightly affected the330
thermal properties. In addition, the latent heat of melting and solidification of all mono331
and hybrid NePCMs were decreased with the addition of GNPs, MWCNT,Al2O3 and CuO332
as expected. The maximum reduction in melting latent–heats of RT–28HC/GNPs, RT–333
28HC/MWCNTs and RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs have been found to be 2.37%, 2.56%334
and 3.75%, respectively, as compared to the pure RT–28HC. Similarly, the maximum re-335
duction in solidification latent–heats are 2.83%, 2.85%, 3.54% for RT–28HC/GNPs, RT–336
28HC/MWCNTs and RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs, respectively. The maximum reduction337
in latent–heats of melting are 2.14%, 3.02% and 2.44% for RT–28HC/Al2O3, RT–28HC/CuO338
and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO, respectively. In addition, the maximum reduction in solidifi-339
cation latent–heats are 2.26%, 2.92% and 2.61% for RT–28HC/Al2O3, RT–28HC/CuO and340
RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO, respectively. Single endothermic peaks are observed during the341
melting of RT–28HC and NePCMs samples, indicating an isomorphous crystalline form of342
RT–28HC either in a pristine state or in the NePCMs one. Whereas, a bimodal crystal-343
lization exothermic peaks are observed by RT–28HC and NePCMs samples. Normally, the344
cooling curve of the n–Alkanes is divided into three sections of crystallization peaks, alpha345
(α), beta (β) and gamma (γ). On the DSC cooling curve, the exothermic α−peak corre-346
sponds to the heterogeneously nucleated liquid–rotator transition, the β−peak is attributed347
to the homogeneously nucleated rotator-crystal transition, and the γ−peak corresponds to348
the heterogeneously nucleated liquid–crystal transition. Further, α−peak appears a high349
shoulder at higher temperature than the -peak which appears at low temperature shoulder.350
Whereas, γ−peak forms the highest peak than the α and β peaks but at lower temperature351
compared to α and β peaks while cooling process. This means that more than 80% of the352
latent heat is released at the lower temperature due the formation of γ−peak in n–Alkanes353
[61]. In addition, the shoulder height of each peak further depends on the cooling rate of354
n–Alkanes. The literature has reported that with the increase of heating and cooling rate,355
21
the only one peak is observed while heating. Whereas, the two or three peaks were ob-356
served for all cooling rates [61, 62]. Therefore, the multiple peaks in exothermic process are357
caused by the difference of cooling rates. While crystallization process at different cooling358
rates, the crystallization peaks are found to be shifted at higher temperatures and more359
prominent appearance of α, β and γ−peaks are observed with the decrease of cooling rate.360
Whereas, both onset and peak melting temperatures increase with the increase of heating361
rate [61, 62, 63]. The bimodal crystallization behaviour with pure PCM and NePCMs is362
because the formation of crystallization peaks which correspond to different temperatures.363
During cooling, the PCM and NePCM start solidification from liquid phase and formed a364
first small α−peak at higher temperature at which solidification commences and concludes365
by forming a metastable rotator phase (liquid–to–rotator transition) as a result of hetero-366
geneous nucleation. A sharp γ−peak is representing the main exothermic peak, where the367
rotator phase transformed into a stable triclinic crystalline phase as a result of homogeneous368
nucleation [64, 65, 66].


























Figure 12: DSC curves of carbon–based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
369
From the DSC results, the comparison of the melting (∆Hm) and solidification (∆Hs)370
enthalpies are presented in Figure 14 and 15 for carbon–based and metallic oxide–based371
nanoparticles NePCMs, respectively. The ∆Hm and ∆Hs of pure RT–28HC was found372
to be 254.93 and 257.90 J/g, respectively. However, a slight reduction in both can be373
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Figure 13: DSC curves of metallic oxide–based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
observed for NePCMs which is due to the introduction of GNPs, MWCNTs, Al2O3 and CuO374






where, ∆HNePCM and ∆HPCM are the endothermic latent–heat of NePCMs and pure PCM,377
respectively.378
The degree of super–cooling (∆T ) of NePCMs are shown in Figure 16 and 17 for carbon–379
based and metallic oxide–based nanoparticles NePCMs, respectively. The peak melting380
temperature (Tm) and crystallization temperature (Tc) of RT–28HC were found to be381
28.89◦C and 26.80◦C, respectively. The maximum deviations in Tm and Tc are determined as382
−0.28% and −0.60% for RT–28HC/GNPs, −0.24% and −0.93% for RT–28HC/MWCNTs,383
and −0.17% and −0.78% for RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs, respectively, compared to RT–384
28HC. Similarly, the maximum deviations in Tm and Tc are −0.03% and −0.78% for RT–385
28HC/Al2O3, −0.17% and −0.56% for RT–28HC/CuO, and −0.14% and −0.60% for RT–386
28HC/Al2O3+CuO, respectively. The reduction in ∆T for hybrid NePCMs are found to387
be 1.93◦C and 1.97◦C for RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO, respec-388
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Figure 15: Phase change enthalpies of metallic oxide–based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
tively, which demonstrates the more signified role of GNPs+MWCNTs as nucleating agents389
compared with Al2O3+CuO in terms of its surface adsorption and effective homogeneous nu-390
cleation. Factually, the addition of nanoparticles in RT–28HC, the heterogeneous nucleation391
24
may be favoured at the cost crystallization point depression [67]. It has been extensively392
reported that a high ∆T is evidently disadvantageous for utilization of PCM in thermal393
management because it can result in a hysteresis response to heat transfer.
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Figure 16: Degree of super–cooling of carbon–based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
394
Figure 18 and 19 illustrate the experimental and calculated latent-heat of fusion for395
NePCMs, which can be calculated from Equation 2 [68]:396
∆LNePCM = ∆LPCM · ω = ∆LPCM(1 − ϕ) (2)
where, ∆LNePCM represents the calculated latent–heat of fusion of NePCM, ∆LPCM rep-397
resents the latent heat of pure PCM, and ω and ϕ are the mass fraction of pure PCM and398
nanoparticles, respectively.399
It can be observed from Figure 18 and 19 that the experimentally measured latent–heat of400
fusion for each NePCM is lower than that of the calculated value. The deviation in values is401
based on the type of nanoparticles, as the mass fraction of all the nanoparticles is constant402
1.0 wt.%. Similar deviations in experimental and calculated values have been reported in403
the investigations of Li et al. [30], Sharma et al. [39], Tian et al. [68] and Wang et al. [69].404
In addition, a relative error of 2.78% and 1.46% are obtained between the calculated and405
experimental values of RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO, respec-406
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Figure 17: Degree of super–cooling of metallic oxide–based mono and hybrid NePCMs.
tively, with the hybrid NePCMs having latent–heat fusion of 245.18 J/g and 248.51 J/g,407
respectively. The results show that the hybrid NePCM of RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs at408
1.0 wt.% has the optimum value of latent heats, which is favourable for thermal management409
applications. The decrease in latent–heats results in the increase of thermal conductivity.410
Furthermore, the discrepancies in the calculated values may be due the surface morphology,411
structure, size and rate of dispersion of nanoparticles in RT–28HC.412
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3.6. Thermal conductivity analysis413
The primary function of PCM in thermal management application is to absorb and414
release the thermal energy while melting and solidifying effectively. The rate of thermal415
energy storage and release during fusion and crystallization is highly dependent on the ther-416
mal conductivity of the PCM. The low thermal conductivity of the pure PCMs reduces417
both the rate of heat storage and release and restrict its applications. A PCM with higher418
thermal conductivity increases the heat transfer rate during melting and solidification pro-419
cesses, which in turn reduces the melting and solidification time [1]. Figure 20 presents420
the thermal conductivities of pure RT–28HC, RT–28HC/GNPs, RT–28HC/MWCNTs and421
RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs. Similarly, Figure 21 presents the thermal conductivities of422
pure RT–28HC, RT–28HC/Al2O3, RT–28HC/CuO and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO. The ther-423
mal conductivities of RT–28HC dispersed with carbon–based and metallic oxides–based424
nanoparticles are measured at temperature of 20◦C and 25◦C for solid–phase and 30-45◦C425
for liquid–phase with an increment of 5◦C. It can observed from Figure 20 and 21 that ther-426
mal conductivity generally increases with the addition of nanoparticles, which is due to the427
higher thermal conductivity of nanoparticles compared to the pure PCM. The higher ther-428
mal conductivities were obtained for pure RT–28HC and NePCMs at temperature of 20◦C429
and 25◦C in solid–phase. Contrarily, the lower thermal conductivity values were observed430
in liquid–phase at temperature range from 30◦C to 45◦C. This reveals that the thermal431
conductivity is strongly dependent on temperature. This decreasing trend in thermal con-432
ductivity of pure RT–28HC and NePCMs with temperature is because of the turning of the433
orderly microstructure of pure RT–28HC in solid–phase into disorderly microstructure in434
liquid-phase. In solids, the heat is conducted by lattice vibrations as the molecules vibrate435
within their lattice structure. This lattice vibration and motion of free electron are the436
most efficient in solids than liquids. Therefore solids generally possess the higher thermal437
conductivity than liquids. Thermal conductivities of 0.378, 0.355 and 0.430 W/m.K were438
obtained for RT–28HC/GNPs, RT–28HC/MWCNTs and RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs, re-439
spectively at 20◦C, as shown in Figure 20. Thermal conductivities of RT–28HC/Al2O3,440
RT–28HC/CuO and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO were 0.318, 0.332 and 0.328 W/m.K, respec-441
tively, at 20◦C, as shown in Figure 21. It can be clearly observed that the hybrid NePCM442
with GNPs+MWCNTs weight percentage of 75%/25% has the highest thermal conductivity443
among all other mono and hybrid NePCMs.444
Figures 22 and 23 illustrate the thermal conductivity enhancement factor of NePCMs445
29
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Figure 20: Thermal conductivity of carbon–based mono and hybrid NePCMs as a function
of temperature.
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Figure 21: Thermal conductivity of metallic oxide–based mono and hybrid NePCMs as a
function of temperature.







where, kNePCM and kPCM are the thermal conductivity of the NePCM and pure PCM, re-448
spectively.449
It can be seen from Figures 22 and 23 that the thermal conductivity enhancement in-450
creases nonlinearly with respect to temperature for a specific NePCM, either of carbon–451
based or metallic oxide–based. The relative enhancement in effective thermal conductivity452
shows that RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs has the higher enhancement of 96% and 94% at453
25◦C and 20◦C, respectively, in solid–phase compared to the RT–28HC/GNPs and RT–454
28HC/MWCNTs, as shown in Figure 22. The higher thermal conductivity enhancement of455
RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs is because of the hybrid NePCMs form three–dimensional heat456
transfer path, which permits transfer of the thermal energy in all regions of the RT–28HC457
while heating/cooling [22]. A slight decreasing trend can be observed for the case of RT–458
28HC/Al2O3+CuO hybrid NePCM, which has a maximum thermal conductivity enhance-459
ment of 49% and 48% at 25◦C and 20◦C, respectively, compared to RT–28HC/CuO which460
has 51% and 50% enhancement in thermal conductivity at 25◦C and 20◦C, respectively, as461
shown in Figure 23. The variation in results of RT–28HC/CuO and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO462
is because of the size, morphology, density and dispersion stability of the nanoparticles463
as well as their inherent thermal conductivity. Since CuO has a higher thermal conduc-464
tivity than Al2O3, therefore RT–28HC/CuO has a higher thermal conductivity than RT–465
28HC/Al2O3+CuO having constant mass fraction of 1.0 wt.%. Furthermore, the Al2O3466
nanoparticles have the smaller size (13 nm) and density compared to CuO nanoparticles467
(< 50 nm), which have the better degree of homogenization and rate of dispersion in pure468
PCM. This reveals the better dispersion stability of hybrid nanoparticles of Al2O3+CuO469
having mass percentage ratio of 75%/25% dispersed in RT–28HC. In addition, the thermal470
boundary resistance between the nanoparticles and matrix molecules play a dominant factor471
for the discrepancy [70]. Furthermore, the results reveal that carbon-based hybrid NePCMs472
have the much better tendency to store and release the heat rate compared to the metallic473
oxide based hybrid NePCMs, due to the higher enhancement in thermal conductivity. There474
are two main factors that enhance the thermal conductance rate of NePCMs. Firstly, the475
higher thermal conductivity of the nanoparticles and secondly, the motion of the nanoparti-476
31
cles in NePCMs in liquid–phase, which causes a quasi–convection phenomenon [36]. Further-477
more, the interfacial thermal resistance is reduced with three–dimensional nano-structure478
as compared to the two–dimensional nano–structure for the case of metallic oxide–based479
NePCMs between the pure PCM and nanoparticles, which improves the rate of thermal480
conductance.
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Figure 22: Thermal conductivity enhancement factor of carbon–based mono and hybrid
NePCMs as a function of temperature.
481
3.7. Infrared thermography (IRT) analysis482
Figure 24 illustrates the IR thermographic images of the melting process of RT–28HC,483
RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO and RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs at different time steps from 5 min484
to 55 min with time step of 5 min. The heating stages of each specimen can be reflected485
clearing at time step. There is noticeable temperature difference between the background486
and specimens because of the latent–heat absorption of the specimens during phase–change.487
The blue colour of the specimens indicates the low temperature, which changes into the488
red colour during heating indicating the high temperature. The uniform melting of each489
specimen can be observed while heating, however, the quick flow away and shrinkage is490
found in pure RT–28HC, shown in Figure 24d. This phase transition from solid–to–liquid491
causes the pure PCM to lose its shape–stability completely. In the case of hybrid NePCMs492
specimens, uniform phase transition is observed with slight shrinkage and flow away due to493
32
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Figure 23: Thermal conductivity enhancement factor of metallic oxide–based mono and
hybrid NePCMs as a function of temperature.
the heating-impact effect. Since the hybrid NePCMs contain only 1 wt.% of Al2O3+CuO494
and GNPs+MWCNTs, there was therefore only slight shrinkage. However, the shrinkage495
level and flow away decrease with the increase of the loading of nanoparticles. The melting496
process of RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs shows there is no complete melting until 50 min and497
surface temperature is lower than the pure RT–28HC and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO, which498
reveals the best heat transfer enhancement due the higher thermal conductivity of GNPs499
and MWCNTs. The enhancement in melting process with GNPs and MWCNTs is due to500
the uniform and homogenous dispersion of organic based nanoparticles in organic PCMs,501
which increase the viscosity and shape–stability and lowers the convection heat transfer. The502
phase transition duration of RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs, compared to pure RT–28HC and503
RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO, improves the heat dissipation rate while thermal management of504
microelectronics due to constant lower temperature of NePCMs. Furthermore, the results505
reveal that this enhanced latent heating phase duration and uniform natural convection heat506
transfer of RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs avoids the overheating and has a greater potential507
for better thermal management of microelectronics.508
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(a) 5 min (b) 10 min (c) 15 min
(d) 20 min (e) 25 min (f) 30 min
(g) 35 min (h) 40 min (i) 45 min
(j) 50 min (k) 55 min
Figure 24: Infrared thermography images of the melting process of RT–28HC-(X), RT–
28HC/Al2O3+CuO-(Y) and RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs-(Z) at different time steps with
temperature variation in ◦C.
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4. Conclusions509
An experimental study was conducted to investigate the thermal properties of carbon-510
based (GNPs and MWCNTs) and metallic oxide-based (Al2O3 and CuO) mono and hybrid511
NePCMs. The mass fraction of all the nanoparticles was kept constant of 1.0 wt.%, to512
explore the best NePCM with optimum thermal properties for efficient thermal manage-513
ment of microelectronics. Various material characteristic techniques such as ESEM, FT–IR,514
TGA, DCS, IRT and thermal conductivity apparatus were used to explore the chemical and515
thermal properties. The results of the current study are summarized as follows:516
• The surface morphological and structural investigation disclosed the presence of GNPs,517
MWCNTs, γ−Al2O3 and CuO in pure RT–28HC. Furthermore, ESEM and XRD518
results confirmed the uniform dispersion of all the nanoparticles into RT–28HC.519
• The FT–IR spectrum revealed the chemical compatibility of GNPs, MWCNTs, γ−Al2O3520
and CuO with RT–28HC and only physical interaction of nanoparticles with RT–28HC521
was found.522
• The TGA and DTG results revealed that all the mono and hybrid NePCMs main-523
tained their thermal and chemical stability. The addition of nanoparticles improved524
the thermal and chemical stability of pure RT–28HC. Furthermore, the GNPs and525
MWCNTs dispersed NePCMs showed better dispersion stability than Al2O3 and CuO526
dispersed NePCM. In addition, hybrid NePCM of GNPs+MWCNTs nanoparticles527
had the better stability than Al2O3+CuO nanoparticles dispersed hybrid NePCM.528
• Small variations were observed in the DSC results regarding melting temperature and529
latent heat of fusion. The maximum deviation in peak melting temperatures observed530
were −0.17% and −0.14% for RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO,531
respectively. Similarly, a maximum deviation of −0.78% and −0.60% were obtained in532
peak solidification temperatures for RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO,533
respectively. In addition, the maximum reduction in latent–heat of fusions were 3.75%534
and 2.44%, respectively, for RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO.535
Finally, the maximum reduction in latent–heat of solidification for RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs536
and RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO were 3.54% and 2.61%, respectively.537
• The hybrid NePCM containing mass percentage ratio of 25%/75% GNPs+MWCNTs538
showed the higher thermal conductivity enhancement of 96% than GNPs and MWC-539
35
NTs based NePCM having 71.4% and 61.2% thermal conductivity enhancement, re-540
spectively, compared to pure PCM. By comparison, a 49% enhancement in thermal541
conductivity of RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO hybrid NePCM was achieved relative to pure542
PCM.543
• The IRT results illustrated that RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs hybrid NePCM showed544
uniform heating for a longer melting duration compared to RT–28HC/Al2O3+CuO545
and pure RT–28HC. This enhancement in phase transition of RT–28HC/GNPs+MWCNTs546
hybrid NePCM during heating was due to the uniform and homogenous dispersion of547
carbon-based nanoparticles (GNPs+MWCNTs) in organic PCMs, which increases the548
viscosity and shape–stability while lowering the convection heat transfer.549
The results have proved that the prepared hybrid NePCMs exhibit significant enhance-550
ment in thermal properties without significantly affecting TES capability. Therefore, hybrid551
NePCMs may be used for passive thermal management of microelectronics after thermal552
cyclic tests.553
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